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COMEDIAN PIERRE PALMADE WHO DROVE UNDER DRUG CAUSED TRAGIC
INJURED VICTIMS
IT BECAME A NATIONAL AFFAIR IN FRANCE

Paris, Washington DC, 21.02.2023, 00:58 Time

USPA NEWS - It has been since Friday, February 10, 2023, that the French comedian Pierre Palmade under the influence of drugs
hit the car of a family during which it caused a tragic accident, causing serious bodily victims.
This case has moved all public opinion in France, given the strong notoriety of Pierre Palmade and the seriousness of the bodily
injuries of the victims of the car accident.
Pierre Palmade was taken into custody from his hospital room, five days after causing a serious car accident on a D372 road in Seine-
et-Marne (Few Miles from Paris, between Perthes et Villiers en Berles). Under the influence of cocaine, he was driving in the opposite
direction when he hit another vehicle, where was a young pregnant woman and her nephew and her tightly closing the driver.
Alongside the comedian Pierre Palmade were two young men, one of whom was in an irregular situation and the second, obviously his
two sexual partners (After having confessed to taking the chem-sex drug) fled just after the accident…They were found a few days
later by the police.

It has been since Friday, February 10, 2023, that the French comedian Pierre Palmade under the influence of drugs hit the car of a
family during which it caused a tragic accident, causing serious bodily victims.
This case has moved all public opinion in France, given the strong notoriety of Pierre Palmade and the seriousness of the bodily
injuries of the victims of the car accident.
Pierre Palmade was taken into custody from his hospital room, five days after causing a serious car accident on a D372 road in Seine-
et-Marne (Few Miles from Paris, between Perthes et Villiers en Berles). Under the influence of cocaine, he was driving in the opposite
direction when he hit another vehicle, where was a young pregnant woman and her nephew and her tightly closing the driver.
Alongside the comedian Pierre Palmade were two young men, one of whom was in an irregular situation and the second, obviously his
two sexual partners (After having confessed to taking the chem-sex drug) fled just after the accident…They were found a few days
later by the police.
They were placed before the judge as "assisted witnesses" to the drama.

Since this tragedy, which caused the death of the fetus of the young 27-year-old mother, a victim on board the vehicle struck by the
actor and very serious bodily injuries, the news channels continuously talk about this accident constantly. Journalists help experts in
accidentology, lawyers, etc., how every day, continuously, the developments of this case, become almost a "national" and "State"
affair.

THE COMEDIAN PALMADE IS UNDER ARREST IN HOSPITAL WEARING AN ELECTRONIC BRACELET
The actor who was received by an examining magistrate was placed with an electronic bracelet under house arrest in the Paul
Brousse hospital in Villejuif, for addictology and psychological follow-up. The victim families and their entourage consider this sentence
too light, given the seriousness of their condition, and fear that the notoriety of the comedian, allows him to have too "light" punishment
by the justice system.
More than a week after the tragedy, the three victims (of Kurdish origin) are still hospitalized. Although the young woman has lost her
baby, the father (having already undergone 7 surgeries) and his six-year-old son (who is said to be disfigured) are still in serious
condition.
Questioned in Seven to eight, Sunday February 19, the uncle and the cousin of the child confided. They explained that the young boy's
health condition was still of concern. “The doctors are currently treating him. They just said that there were two spots on the brain.
(Source TF1 TV, Sept a Huit, BFM TV News, Cnews TV). The police and judicial investigation is underway, and Pierre Palmade faces
7 years in prison and a fine of €100,000.



6-YEAR-OLD VICTIM SUFFERS HIS FACE DISFIGURED BY THE CAR ACCIDENT
The six-year-old child suffers facial pain. While returning from a visit to the hospital, the child's relatives indicated that in addition to
possible brain damage, he suffers from physical sequelae. "He has the left side of his head which is really cracked, the skin which is
really torn. We spoke to him a little, he answered, he moved his hand, his feet" they explained before continuing, explaining that for At
the time, the little boy was unable to make sentences and was in severe pain in the jaw.
For his part, the child's father is still in an artificial coma. After a first awakening, he was put back to sleep because of his excessive
pain. His nephew said (...) (SOURCE Sept a Huit, TV Show on Tf1)

ACTOR PIERRE PALMADE , THE DRIVER WAS UNDER COCAIN & WAS CARRYING TWO SEX PARTNERS INCLUDING ONE
WHO WAS CONVICTED OF DRUG TRAFFICKING
From the announcement of the glass accident, public opinion was moved and worried about the state of health of Pierre Palmade,
comedian appreciated by the French. But when information was released by the French media about the circumstances of the
accident: taking cocaine while driving, which caused the death of the whipping of an enchanted 7-month-old woman, and serious
condition of the three victims in ICU . public opinion has changed and found itself telling the actor through social networks. He was
famously banished and fell into disgrace and it was the family of the victims who almost upset public opinion by the seriousness of their
state of health.

According to the various French media having had access to the legal file, Pierre Palmade would have consumed cocaine as well as
the chem-sex drug, which consists of 3-MMC, a synthetic substance (from the cathinone family. He would have ingested this 30
minutes before driving and with sexual partners. The concept: consuming psychotropic drugs to increase the duration and intensity of
sexual relations tenfold....To be continued
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